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ABSTRACT

Let X be a C' fuzzy manifold and p be a point in X. At first, it is given that the tangent space at 

p denoted by 7'p(^) is a vector space. İn this paper, constructing the tangent bundle 

nx}= V T(X)on X, it is shown that there is a covariant functor from the category of C‘ 

fuzzy manifolds and fuzzy differentiable functions to the category of the tangent bundles on C' fuzzy 
manifolds and fuzzy manifold derivative functions.

1.INTRODUCTION

W e begin by giving the followmg defmitions.

Definition 1.1. Let (X,Ti), (Y,T2) be fuzzy topological spaces and f; X Y be a 
mapping. If for each öpen fuzzy set V in Ta the inverse image f “'(V) is öpen in Tj, 
then f is called a fuzzy continuous [3].

Definition 1.2. A fuzzy topological vector space is a vector space E över the fıeld K 
of real or complex numbers, E equipped with a fuzzy topology t and K equipped 
with the usual topology T, such that two mappings

A--.{E, t} X {E, t}
-^xA-y

and
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(£Z,x) ->ax

are fuzzy continuous [5].

Deflnition 1.3. Let Ej, E2 be fuzzy topological vector spaces and f: Ej —> E2 be a 
bijection. If f and fare fuzzy differentiable, and f and (f') are fuzzy continuous, 
then f is called a C* fuzzy diffeomorphism [2,4],

Deflnition 1.4. Let X be a set and {(Xa, ((»JlaeA be a collection of pairs. If,

Each Xa is a fiızzy set in X and SUp (x)} = 1 for ali xeX, 
a

Each (fta is a bijection, defined on the support of Xa, {xeX : (jC) > 0}, which

maps Xa onto an öpen fiızzy set <))a[X„] in some fiızzy topological vector space Ea, 
and, for each p in the mdex set, <t)a[Xa n Xp] is an öpen fiızzy set in E„,

The mapping <|)pO(j)a*, which maps <t)a[Xa n Xp] onto <t)p[Xa n Xp] is a C* fuzzy 
diffeomorphism for each pair of indices a,p, 

then the family {(X„, (j)a)}aeA is called a C‘ fuzzy atlas.

Deflnition 1.5. Each pair (Xa, <{)„) is called a fuzzy chart of the fuzzy atlas. If a point 
xeX lies in the support of Xo, then (X„, <[)„) is said to be a fuzzy chart at x.

Let (X,t) be a fiızzy topological space. Suppose there exist an öpen fiızzy 
set X in X and a fiızzy continuous bijective mapping <() defined on the support of % 
and mapping % onto an öpen fiızzy set V in some fiızzy topological vector space E. 
Then (%,(()) is said to be compatible with the C* atlas {(Xa, (ttJ/aeA if each mapping 
<j)aO<t)‘’ of (t)[x n Xa] onto (t»a[x n XJ is a fiızzy diffeomorphism of class C'.

Two C' fiızzy atlases are conpatible if each fuzzy chart of one atlas is 
compatible with each fuzzy chart of the other atlas. It is shown that the relation of 
compatibility between C* fuzzy atlases is an equivalence relation. An eguivalence 
class of C’ fuzzy atlases on X is said to define a C’ fuzzy manifold on X [1].
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2. THE TANGENT BUNDLE ON C’ FUZZY MANIFOLDS

Let X be a C' fiızzy manifold and let p be a point in X, Consider triples 
(Xa, (})„, v), where (Xa, <!)„) is a fiızzy chart at p and v is a fiızzy point of the fiızzy 
topological vector space in which <j)a(Xa) lies.

Two such triples (Xa, <()„, v), (Xp, ıjip, w), are said to be related, vvritten (Xa, 
<t>a> v)~(Xp, <j)p, w), if the fiızzy derivative of <l>pO(t)a'' at <t>a(p) maps v into v?. That is, 

(<)>pO())a ‘)'( <l)a(p))v=W.

Lemnıa 2.1. The relation (Xa, ())„, v)~(Xp, (|)p, w) is an equivalence relation.

Proof. Straightfonvard.

Deiînition 2.1. An equivalence class of triples (Xo, <})„, v) is called a tangent vector 
of the fiızzy manifold X at p and this equivalence class is denoted by [Xa, (f)^, v]p. 
The tangent space of p denoted by Tp(X) is defined as the set of ali tangent vectors at 
P-

The set Tp(X) can be given the structure of a vector space. Define the sum 
of two tangent vectors at peX as 

[Xa, <|)a, V]p+ [Xp, (hp, W]p= [Xp, (j)p, ((|)pO<j)a'')' (<))a(p))v+w]p.

Define the product of a tangent vector with a scalar c as

C Y]p [Xo(, ^Y]p.

No w, let X be a C' fiızzy manifold on E and the tangent bundle of X is 
defined as the disjoint union of the tangent space Tp(X), p running över X, and will 
be denoted by T(X). i.e.,

r(x)= V r^(x).
p^X

The next proposition shows that T(X) can always be given, in a natural 
manner, a fiızzy topology and C' fiızzy atlas under which it becomes a C’ fiızzy 
manifold on ExE. In the sequel T(X) will always be assumed to have this extra
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structure. Define a ınap 

7t: T(X) -> X, 

called the namral projection, by 7t([Xa, (|)„, v]p)=p. Corresponding to each a in A 
define

Ta :7i-'(X„)-^U„xE

by (w)v). Notice that is a bijection and that the union

of the codomains of V' is equal to T(X). Suppose that for a, (3 in A the codomains 
of Ta' and Tp'* overlap, that is, that 7i''(Xa)n7t''(Xp)7i0. Since 7r'’(Xa)n7i‘'(Xp)=7i' 
’(Xar)Xp), we have X„nXp?i0. Let (u, v) belong to Ta(7t''(Xa)nn''(Xp)), then

TpOTa‘(U, V)

=((<t>3O<l>a‘)(U), ((|)pOlj)a')'(u)v).

Now,

x„(7i-'(X„)n7t-‘(Xp)) = T„7i''(X„nXp)
= (t)a(X„nXp)xE

and so the C' fuzzy diffeomorphism of TpOT„ ' on Ta(7t‘'(Xa)n7i''(Xp)) follows fi;om 
the C’ fuzzy diffeomorphism of <))pO(t)„'' on (j)a(XanXp).

The collection of fuzzy öpen sets t„''(UxV), a ranging över A, U ranging 
över fuzzy öpen subsets of U„, and V ranging över fuzzy öpen subsets of E, may be 
seen to ffom the basis of a fuzzy topology on T(X) and under this topology we have 
just shown that:

Proposition 1.1. (T(X), (la ■ a e A)) is a C' fiızzy manifold on ExE.

Definition 2.2. Let X, Y be C* fuzzy manifolds. If f : X -> Y is a fiızzy 
differentiable and peX, then we define a map

f.,p;Tp(X)^T^)(Y),
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called the C' fiızzy manifold derivative fiınction of f at p, by 

f.,p : [X„, <!>„, v]p -> [Yp, lyp, (Vpofo(|)„’')'(<|)a(p))v]f(p)-

Since (Yp, y/p (Vıfifo<l)a)'((t>a(p))v)~(Ys, Vs, (V^fo<l>r')(^ı(P))'^) whenever (X„, (/»a, 
v)~(Xp (pp w}, is well-defined.
By letting p range över X we define a tangent bundle map

f. T(X) T(Y)

by f.=f.,p on Tp(X).
Suppose that both f: X —> Y and g : Y -> Z are fiızzy differentiable, where X, Y and 
Z are C’ fiızzy manifolds. Then 
(gof)*,p=g*,f(p)Of. -p

and hence
(gof).=g.of..

Now, let Qı be the category of C* fiızzy manifolds and fiızzy differentiable 
fimctions and Çı be the category of the tangent bundles on the C‘ fiızzy manifolds 
and fiızzy manifold derivative fimctions. Then we can define a mapping F ; Qı -> Q2 
as follows:

For any sheaf C' fiızzy manifold X and every fiızzy differentiable fimction f 
; X Y, let F(X)=T(X) and F(f)=f.: T(X) -> T(Y). Then, 

f“lx, then F(1x)~1t(X)

If f: X Y and g : Y —> Z are fiızzy differentiable fimctions, then

F(gof)=(gof).=g.of.=F(g)oF(f),

Thus, the mapping F : Qı -> Q2 is a covariant fiınctor.

Therefore, we can state the following theorem.

Theorem 2J. There is a covariant fimctor from the category of the C' fiızzy 
manifolds and fiızzy differentiable fimctions to the category of the tangent bundles 
on the C* fiızzy manifolds and fiızzy manifold derivative fimctions.
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